
Appraisal of Fresh Prince of Bel Air by Will Smith 

Information about the Song  

 Willard Christopher "Will" Smith, Jr. (born September 25, 1968), also known by 

his stage name The Fresh Prince, is an American actor, producer, and rapper.  

 Will Smith has enjoyed success in television, film and music.  

 In the late 1980s, Smith achieved modest fame as a rapper under the name ‘The 

Fresh Prince.’  

 In 1990, his popularity increased dramatically when he starred in the popular 

television series The Fresh Prince of Bel Air. The show ran for nearly six years 

from 1990 to 1996. In the mid-1990s, Will Smith moved from television to film. 

The theme song, The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, was written and performed by 

Smith, as The Fresh Prince and the music was composed by Quincy Jones.  

What Can You Hear?  

 There is one male rapper.  

 There are drum and percussion loops with some synthesized sounds and use of 

decks. The synthesizer plays a riff throughout.  

 There is no solo instrument in this piece of music. The synthesizer just plays a 

riff throughout.  

 The hook of the music is ”Prince Of Bel Air”  

 The texture of the music can be described as sometimes just consisting of 

rapping and drums and sometimes rapping, drums, bass and synthesizer so the 

texture varies throughout the piece.  

 The tempo is neither fast or slow so it can be described as somewhere 

inbetween.  

 The dynamics (volume) can be described as staying more or less the same 

throughout. 

What is the Style of this Music?  

The style of this music is classed as Old school hip hop. Old school hip hop describes 

the earliest commercially recorded hip hop music, it is said to end around 1984. The 

style indicators of Old School hip hop are as follows:  

 Simple rapping techniques with few syllables in a bar and using simple rhythms. 

 Lots of songs are about partying.  

 Some about social turmoil.  

 Drum and percussion backing loops.  

 Some sampling of funk tracks.  



 Scratching was starting to be used.  

 Extended percussion breaks in the music would lead to mixing more tunes and 

adding scratching techniques.  

 Use of decks.  

The style indicators in this song are:  

 Simple rapping techniques with few syllables in a bar and using simple rhythms.  

 Drum and percussion backing loops.  

 Scratching and decks were starting to be used.  

 Extended percussion breaks in the music would lead to mixing more tunes and 

adding scratching techniques.  

 

How is the Song Put Together?  

The structure of the song is:  

 Introduction  

 Rap intro  

 Interlude x2 with synthesizer riffs  

 Verse 1 - very long Interlude going into the intro  

 Verse 2 Interlude going into intro  

 Verse 3 - very short interlude into outro 


